1400 Sailors Blitzkrieg
Bear Mountain Sunday

By Al Bader

On that day the S. S. Belle Isle
left the Battery Pier at 9 a.m.,
and before noon, by a dazzling hipper-dipper
novel, and finally the College
will have taken Bear Mountai
(without protective custody)
for the day.
The Boat Ride Committee has
tacked the blanket guardians
of complete satisfaction to all par
tics and has lended them the
river, dance music by M's Kel
horseriding, etc., etc., and the journey will be augmented by Theatron's
happy antics. Veteran boat
malers will accompany the
kellers orchestra from last
year and there will be no
introduction. The out-going
trip will also enable the students
and the society to enjoy the
scenery of th majestic Hudson.

By Harry Pesin

The green-clad Loyola la
out one of the last
Lavender at the Lewiston Sta
tadium to score a 16-3, victory. The body checks by City's stickmen was the official score of the game in the third quarter.

The Loyola blitzkrieg crashe
into City for 11 points in the
first 40 minutes. Loyola's stickmen were not content to
keep their score card unblemished by a single
mark. They did.

The Lavender snapped in
action in the latter periods
and its prospects looked brighten
through its scoring of 11
black clothes just then to keep
City's leading. The third
quarter was the first in the game
time when Mohawk players
scored. The second City marker came
in the first period when
A. J. McCarty grabbed a pass from
Marsh Friedman and flung it
(Continued on page Three)

Loyola Licks
Lacrosse Men

The first City marker came
in the first period when
A. J. McCarty grabbed a pass from
Marsh Friedman and flung it
(Continued on page Three)

Law Soc. is Taking
Law Soc. Friday

Lamp of Justice will
be provided by Norman
Garnsey and Mary Ronnenblatt
of the Economics Department.

Taylor Announces Five
New Courses for Fall

Five new courses will be given
next semester, announced Robert
L. Taylor, Recorder. Art 21,
a course in analytical
38 Graduate Predicts
Great Future for Rosenzweig

By Maxwell Rosenzweig '38

In inflecting my literary presence upon you last week without
an introduction. The Ticker editors neglected to say that during
one wild Spring semester, I wrote a personal adventure column
called "Maxwell's Reader" for the New York Tribune. The column
must be someone, I know that it
discussed Maxwell's Reader
and its chances of throwing W.
Winchell, W. F. MPs, and
H. W. B, will attend the
Lincoln's Birthday Dinner
Saturday evening at 6:30.

I discussed Maxwell's Reader
and its chances of throwing W.
Winchell, W. F. MPs, and
H. W. B, will attend the
Lincoln's Birthday Dinner
Saturday evening at 6:30.

Heads turn to:
how to get rid of the
200,000 men in Social
Science. The column
must be someone, I know that it
discussed Maxwell's Reader
and its chances of throwing W.
Winchell, W. F. MPs, and
H. W. B, will attend the
Lincoln's Birthday Dinner
Saturday evening at 6:30.

Law Soc. to Hear Dr. Bund
On Status of Dead Body

Legal Status of the Dead
Human Body" will be discussed by the Law Society Thursday
in room 233.

Application will be read by Dr.
Manuel Bund, Counsel for
the New York State Society of
Contractors, Friday morning.

As an art of the reception
(Continued on page Four)

Red Cross Movie
On Water Safety

Because many students at
the college are going away for
the summer months of 1938,
and are in contact with water
and its perils, the Red Cross, chapter
of the inter-collegiate
Red Cross, is sponsoring a movie
and lecture on water safety and
first aid tomorrow in 4N 4 at 3.

The picture and lecture will
deal mainly with methods of
rescuing and first aid in victims
of water accidents.

Recipient of the inter-collegiate
Red Cross Outstanding Free
scholarship to the Aquatic
Camps at Easthampton, N. Y.
will be announced at the meeting.

Jr. Prom Applications Due

Applications for the Chair
manship of the Junior Prom
Committee are now being
accepted. The Junior Prom
Committee of the 42 Class
will not later than Tuesday,
May 21, 1938, be announced by Melvin
Osterman and Bill Schoener,
Chairman.
Bar Offers New Treatment of CPA Law Questions

Emphasizing intelligent presentation rather than quantity, the bar publication "The Ticker" issued last week a pamphlet titled "Bar Offers New Treatment of CPA Law Questions." It is the third pamphlet issued this spring by the bar in an effort to attract new members.

The pamphlet is available to anyone who requests it, but only in the form of a written request. The bar is attempting to attract new members by offering a new approach to the CPA law examination, which is said to be more effective than the traditional approach.

"The pamphlet is designed to help students who are having difficulty with the CPA law examination," according to the bar. "It is a guide to help students understand the law and to teach them how to apply it in practical situations."
Tickers Team Terrorizes Theatron's Tough Thespian

After several weeks of confusion, during which more than nine challenges were received by The Ticker to a soft ball game on Bear Mountain at the Student Council Boys' Game this Sunday, a single challenge was accepted by The Ticker during last Friday night to accept the challenge of Theatron, College dramatic society. The decision was reached only after several requests were made to avoid any competition in favor of the Girls' Soft Ball Team as the opposition.

Jack Shaw, president of Theatron, in an interview with Jack Sherrer, Ticker sports reporter, stated that there would be no challenge against the Ticker to take place on Friday, which the Ticker can take over Theatron's next production.

Several practice sessions were held last week by The Ticker on 22 Street and the East River. Dick Dunn was quoted as indicating that the sports staff had put in the necessary hours and that the Ticker would not have permitted the score to go down in the records without a protest.

Consider BHE Reorganization

The rules committee of the City College, by a vote of 7 to 1, has decided to endorse Theatron's request for a revision of BHE. This decision was reached after a thorough discussion by the committee on the matter.

ASU Presents "Pens and Pencils" in Auditorium, May 17, 18, 19

More than 1000 students and alumni of seven local colleges and universities of the American Student Union "Pens and Pencils of 1947" at the Pauline Edwards Theatre, May 17, 18, and 19.

Dr. Feldman To Visit HP School

Dr. Herman Feldman, new dean of the School of Business, will pay a day's visit to the Hose and Pences leadership school at Soles, Forest, New Jersey, during the month of June.

In a letter to Max Weissman, HP director, he expressed interest in the project of the House in planning developments for group activities.

Senior Fees Due Friday

Friday is the last day on which the $2.50 commitment fees will be accepted. An additional charge of 50 cents will be made for payments handled in between the due date and May 31, after which day they will not be accepted.

The fee, covering the charges for cap and gown and the events of Senior Week, may be paid to a member of the Committee in the Pauline Edwards Theatre and the Farewell Dance in the Colonnades Room of The Esso House, June 11.

S.S. Belle Island Sails Sunday

(Continued from page 1) The Mayflower II will sail on general sale, "Whale Watch" cruises.

The return trip, popular opinion holds, offers the highest returns per capital outlay of anyone at sea, and those who are still interested in dancing, the Keller Room will perform in the Moonlight Cafe on the return trip.

For the rest... there must be some way of getting someone to these places that there are still two tickets left on general sale. "Nuf said..."